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CHEMICAL

BUS WASH
Autobús De Lavado

DIRECTIONS:
Mix with up to 50 parts water – adjust to stronger solution 
for heavier soil loads. Apply with portable sprayer, mops or 
soft brushes. After agitation rinse with pressured water. Ap-
ply cleaning solution from bottom to top and rinse from top 
to bottom. 

BENEFITS:
●  Safe, at any use dilution, for exposed aluminum alloys, 

Lexan, Plexiglas, enameled and lacquered surfaces, 
etc. 

●   Formulated for quick, easy and effective application with 
all kinds of automatic washing apparatus, tunnel wash-
es, portable spray units, etc.

●   Produces good, strong detergency with free rinse ability 
of all soil. 

PRECAUTION: AL USARIO: Si usted no lee Ingles, no 
use este producto, hasta que la etiqueta le haya sido expli-
cada ampliamente. 
TO THE USER: If you cannot read English, do not use this 
product until this label has been fully explained to you.

ITEM # 2514

DESCRIPTION:
The only Bus Wash detergent with POSITIVE EMULSION 
– an emulsion so strong oil will not redeposit (will not settle 
out on the surface before the job is finished) thus leaving a 
dull finish after washing. Cuts through exterior grime with-
out dulling the finish.
The patented technology of our Bus Wash brings new ef-
ficiency and economy to the cleaning of buses, aircraft, 
trailer, trains, plus other fleet vehicles where thorough 
maintenance is critical to safety and performance. It truly 
does a SUPERIOR CLEANING JOB.

 CAUTIONS:
Do not take internally. If ingested, drink large volumes of 
water. Do not induce vomiting. Seek medical attention. 
For eye or skin contact, flush area with clear water for 15 
minutes, seek medical attention if irritation persists. Keep 
container sealed when not in use. Protect product from 
freezing. Triple rinse empty container with water before 
disposal in an authorized landfill site.


